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Solutions in medieval London, 1661 that are still relevant today

In 1661 the writer, gardener 
and diarist John Evelyn wrote a 
letter and essay to the King 
Charles II and parliament

“in the city’s weekly Bills of 
Mortality . . . almost half of the 
people who die in London do so 
from disorders of the throat or 
lungs. The inhabitants are 
never free from coughs or …the 
spitting up of abscesses and 
corrupt matter.”



Hard to know what past air pollution looked like let alone what the concentrations were
Claude Monet. London. The Waterloo Bridge. 1903. Oil on canvas. The Carnegi Institute, Museum of Art, Pittsburgh, USA.
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Used electrical properties of the atmosphere as a surrogate from Whipple (1929).

Also some measurements are available from John Read, 10 Parkside, Knightsbridge from 1789 – 1791 showing two daily 
peaks between 100 – 200 µg m-3 – Harrison (2009)

~150 ug m-3 annual mean would rank 55th in the WHO data base for PM10. It would have been in the top 10 for PM2.5. 

Mean PM in Paris 1896 to 1898 was better than London at ~ 60 µg m-3

PM London and Paris in the 18th & 19th Centuries 



London 1952 - it took a disaster for air pollution and health to be finally connected

How many died? 

MoH report (1954) – 4,000
Bell et al 2001 - 12,000

They have no memorial except the 1956 clean air act



We should have heeded the warnings before 1952 
• Near Liege, the Meuse Valley smog of 

1930 killed 60 people in 3 days (Firket, 
1936, Nemery, 2001).

• Their demise was horrific; painful chests, 
coughing and breathlessness followed in 
some cases by foaming at the mouth and 
vomiting before total heart failure. Many 
cattle had to be slaughtered and others 
were only saved by herding them up the 
hillsides, above the fog.

• London & Donora (1948)
• Poza Rica, Mexico (1950)



What can we learn about policy interventions?
While we focus on one problem another one slips under the radar

Smokeless fuels and tall chimneys from 1956 did 
nothing for sulphur emissions. Huge impacts 
across Scandinavia. 

In the 1970s more sulphur was falling from the 
skies in Norway than Norway emitted!

Brynjulf Ottar, 1976,1977



While we focused on industry and sulphur 
By the late 1970s new evidence was pointing to traffic as a source of air 
pollution

(traced with Pb in petrol – another over looked issue in its own right)

It another story but the majority, over 85% of the particle mass concentration in London in the mid-70’s was not being detected by the black smoke 
method



Other types of polluting diesel vehicles are available



And while we’ve been focusing on transport air pollution…….
- an old menace has returned across western Europe

Urban site Rural site Time period Cwood/urban 
PM(%) 

Cwood/urban 
PM(%) 

London North Kensington Harwell Dec’09–Dec’15 23 26 
London North Kensington Detling Jan’12–Feb’13 25 31 
Birmingham Tyburn Harwell Jan’10–Dec’15 25 29 

 



The 1996 PM10 episode – not all air pollution is primary
“.. Since PM10 measurements only commenced 
in the UK in 1992 it is not clear how often we can 
expect this type of episode again” 
Stedman (1996).

(There is good evidence of widespread secondary 
PM in the 1920s from Whipple (1929) & Fuller, 
2018). 





Air pollution is getting better - right? Let’s focus on rate of change
Long-way from achieving the European 
Limit Value for NO2: 20 years (Paris) and 
193 years (London) 

Roads with faster downward trends in 
2010-16 in NO2 in London were those with 
the highest annual mean NO2 concentration

Some roads in London had increasing 
roadside increments in NO2. Policies not 
working there! Many of these are in outer 
London.

Some roads an increase inPM10 (& PM2.5, 
which is a change from the 2010-2014 
analysis by Font and Fuller (2016)).



Air pollution is an international problem



The future…….



Fighting back
Images Guardian and Brighton Argus



Fighting back  - loosing confidence in diesels

Data ICCT



Behavioural change and technology



Effective solutions to match the scale of the problem



The way that we travel at work & home:
Car journeys in England & Wales 
(DfT2016)

60 %  are less than 8 km
40 % are less than 3 km



benefit to risk ratio = 70:1
Rojas-Rueda et al 2011  photo Iabn Martinez



Let’s think about deliveries –
39% of London’s vans are less than ¼ full

Transport for London, 2014



Life course impacts

Diesel

“Within London’s LEZ, a smaller lung volume in 
children was associated with higher annual air 
pollutant exposures.”

(With all credit to Jim Gauderman et al for 
pioneering this type of study) 



Tackling air quality and climate change together



We need solutions that will fit the air pollution problems of tomorrow

2011 2035

NO2 projections from King’s for transport for London PM2.5 for future energy scenarios

2013

2025



https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/nov/13/what-would-a-smog-free-city-look-like-air-pollution



Contact details/for more information

Dr Gary Fuller

gary.fuller@kcl.ac.uk 
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